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Introduction

MOLGEN[2, 3, 4] is a software package for the fast and redundancy free generation of
structural formulae corresponding to prescribed data such as molecular formula, ring
sizes, required or forbidden substructures, hydrogen distribution, hybridization etc. A
particular version, MOLGEN-COMB[5], generates combinatorial libraries, starting from
a given central molecule.
The generation of a library corresponding to a given Markush formula, as encountered
in chemistry patents is a quite similar task, and so MOLGEN applies to this problem as
well.
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The Comparison of two Markush Formulae

Consider two Markush formulae, say the following, taken from [1]
OH
R1
R3
R2

R1 :
R2 :
R3 :
m:

methyl or ethyl (substituent variation)
alkyl
(homology variation)
amino
(position variation)
1-3
(frequency variation)

(CH2) m
Cl

and the following, composed by us,
R1

R2

R3

R5
∗

R4

R1 :
R2 :
R3 :
R4 :
R5 :

methyl, ethyl, OH
alkyl (1-6 carbon atoms)
OH, OCH3 , OC2 H5 , Methyl, Ethyl
OH, CH2 Cl, amino
H, methyl, ethyl, amino
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which may be claimed in two patents. We ask whether there are patent infringements, i.e.
structural formulae occurring in both libraries. In order to solve this problem, MOLGEN
can be used as follows:
1. We restrict attention in R2 of the first example to maximal 6 carbon atoms. In this
case, MOLGEN generates 33 alkyl residues for R2. These 33 structures are stored
in a separate library for R2.
2. MOLGEN produces (on a PC with a P4 of 2.5GHz) for the first case a library of
396 structural formulae within 4.9 seconds, and for the second Markush formula
we get 5939 structural formulae, in 44 seconds. The interested reader should note
that the purely combinatorial argument would give 5940 structural formulae in the
second case, but since the data are in canonical form in MOLGEN, the doublette is
skipped automatically.
3. Comparing these two libraries of 396+5939 structural formulae, MOLGEN finds,
within ten seconds, that there is an intersection of exactly 4 structural formulae,
and so there are exactly 4 potential patent violations.
Here is the intersection:
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